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Little, Brown Book Group, United Kingdom, 2010. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 178 x 114 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. The first intelligent species to encounter mankind attacked
without warning. Merciless. Relentless. Unstoppable. With little hope of halting the invasion, Earth s
last roll of the dice was to dispatch three colony ships, seeds of Earth, to different parts of the
galaxy. The human race would live on .somewhere. 150 years later, the planet Darien hosts a
thriving human settlement, which enjoys a peaceful relationship with an indigenous race, the
scholarly Uvovo. But there are secrets buried on Darien s forest moon. Secrets that go back to an
apocalyptic battle fought between ancient races at the dawn of galactic civilisation. Unknown to its
colonists Darien is about to become the focus of an intergalactic power struggle, where the true
stakes are beyond their comprehension. And what choices will the Uvovo make when their true
nature is revealed and the skies grow dark with the enemy?.
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ReviewsReviews

This book may be really worth a read through, and far better than other. it was actually writtern extremely completely and valuable. I am just very easily
will get a satisfaction of looking at a published ebook.
-- Lillie Toy-- Lillie Toy

It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you know that here is the greatest book
we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Marge Jerde-- Miss Marge Jerde
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